Flexibility in developing and testing operating policies for manufacturing systems requires the ability to quickly and easily change a simulation model to incorporate the new policy.
q assignment of operations to specific resources, including splitting or combining lots.
Examples of control strategies that are evaluated using simulation include:
. the effect of running a line in a "just-in-time" mode (Corbett and Yucesan 1993) ,
. the effect of various alternative process plans, or flexible process plans (Mauer and Schelasin 1993) ,
. the effect of using complex scheduling rules, such as scheduling to a bottleneck machine, lot splitting, or scheduling to minimize job cost or flowtime (Ernst and Matevosian 1993) , and
. the effect of different allocation rules for interacting resources such as personnel, fixtures, and tooling (Kashyap and Khator 1994) .
Development of a good control strategy (by testing and evaluating several alternatives) is particularly important in automated manufacturing systems (such as FMS) or semiautomated manufacturing systems (such as production lines). On-line data collection in such systems provides a basis for global control of the system by ensuring that information concerning system status is readily available.
Control strategies tend to be complex because of part variety and interactions among resources (Evans et al. 1994) . Furthermore, poor control strategies cannot be overcome by human intervention because the opportunities for such intervention are limited.
Although simulation is frequently used to evaluate alternative control strategies, the process is difficult and time-consuming. Most discrete event simulation languages employ an entity flow world view (Schriber and Brunner 1994) ; these languages typically support models in which the control logic is distributed throughout the simulation model via methods such m conditional branching of entities or interaction among multiple resources. Changing from a push to a pull strategy, for example, often means completely rewriting the simulation model. Simulation based finite schedulers typically allow queue disciplines to be specified for a single operation or group of operations, but don't easily support the concept of refraining from processing a waiting job because a higher priority one will arrive in a short time period. Davis et al. (1993) (Davis et al. 1993) to model the control strategy.
Object-oriented programming has been recognized as an enabling technology for implementing a flexible control strategy. Goble (1994) shows that the language SIMOBJECT separates process and routing behavior, aHowing routers to be easily replaced. Mize et al. (1992) present a conceptual approach which divides a model into three types of objects: physical objects, information objects, and control objects. Control elements are modeled as three classes: queue controllers, assembly queue controllers, and work order controllers. Bodner et al. (1993) model controllers as objects and illustrate deadlock detection and resolution in an FMS.
In this paper, we demonstrate that the separation of the control strategy from the system description can be implemented in a conventional simulation language, thereby combining the benefits of flexibility with existing simulation language technology. We illustrate the approach using SIMAN to model a FMS, then discuss features of a simulation language which would simplify the separation of system description and control.
EXAMPLE SYSTEM
An example small manufacturing system is described; the system is part of the Penn State Flexible Manufacturing System described by Smith et al. (1994) , and is shown in Figure 1 . The system will be used to illustrate some of the control decisions that must be incorporated in a manufacturing system control strategy, and a flexible method for doing so.
, , Figure First, the model of the physical system is described, followed by the model of the control system.
Physical System
An entity representing the physical part is created in the simulation when an order is entered. At this time a data record of the part is also created in the simulation's control section. Communication between the control system and the part entity is performed through discrete channels. The control system issues commands to the part entity consisting of resources required and production parameters, such as processing times. Part entities are assumed to perform the commanded tasks using the specified resources and parameters. After completion of the issued commands, the part notifies the control system.
In our current implementation the physical system is described using In the code shown in Figure 2 , the ProcTime attribute represents the processing time at the machine tool. The assign and signal statements implement the notification to the control system that the part has completed processing.
After notifying the controller of completion, the part waits, continuing to hold any allocated resources (in this instance, a machine tool resource), until receiving a command from the controller to continue.
More complex stations include additional actions, but are similar to the simple stations in that they also perform a task, signal task completion to the controller, and wait for further instructions.
(see Figure 3) are 
Figure3:
Code for Robot Station
The branch statement releases any resources held by the part. The first assignment stores routing instructions fortheentity representing the part. Because therobot to be used for machine loading and unloading is assigned to a specific cell, itcan redetermined in thecell logic. Ifthis was not the case, the robot to be used for unloading the part from the machine would be contained in the control command to the part. The seize command obtains the robot and the machine that the part is to be moved to.
After the move has been completed the robot resource (only) is released. The control system is notified that the movement has been completed and the robot is free to perform another task. Atthispoint, thepartissent to the machine station to undergo processing.
Control Logic
In this implementation, weassume that control decisions are required only at the completion of tasks assigned by the control section. Entities inthecontrol section represent the channels from parts in the physical section of the model.
Each of these entities performs an appropriate action based on the state of the entire system. Figure 4 illustrates a portion of the control logic responsible for routing an order when it arrives to the system. issued the message to the control section.
As previously noted, the example has been greatly simplified for ease of presentation. The control system illustrated only considers the alternatives 'move to the buffer', 'move to the processing machine' or 'do not enter the system'. In the full simulation, the decision making logic is greatly expanded to allow flexibility of routing and scheduling.
Each part type has a set of feasible process plans, one of which is implemented based on system status. 
BENEFITS OF THE APPROACH

